The South Carolina Department of Transportation historically has erected W8-13, Bridge Ices before Road signs at all bridges on the system to advise motorists that bridge decks freeze before the roadway approaching the bridge. Realizing that the vast majority of our bridges rarely freeze in winter, Traffic Engineering reviewed historical weather trends to develop a logical dividing line between counties that can expect freezing precipitation on a regular basis and those that would not normally have an icing problem.

The attached map was developed after reviewing the freezing weather and precipitation trends. The counties north of the dividing line can expect to have significant icing events while the counties south of the line will have less frequent events.

All counties south of the dividing line may discontinue the use of the W8-13 sign as replacement becomes necessary, and no new signs should be erected. Counties north of the dividing line will continue to erect and maintain these signs in accordance with our previous practice.